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YOUNG & THOMPSON There is provided a device for enhancing a reality of the toy by 
209 Madison Street, Suite 500 realizing the sounds and the oscillation of the real article. The 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314 device provides an actuation sound generating unit for gen 

erating an actuation sound When the toy is actuated and an 
oscillation generating unit for realizing the oscillation of the 

(73) Assignee; NIKKO CO” LTD” TOKYO (JP) running drive unit to generate the actuation sound and the 
oscillation simultaneously in order enhance the reality of the 
running toy. The actuation sound generation unit provides a 

(21) Appl, NO; 11/795,288 pseudo-sound generation means having at least an amplifying 
circuit and a speaker and a dedicated IC for outputting from 
the speaker through the amplifying circuit an actuation sound 

(22) PCT Filed: Jan. 14, 2005 predetermined to cope With the actuation state and an effec 
tive sound other than the actuation sound for generating selec 
tively the engine sounds such as the high speed sound, the 

(86) PCT No.: PCT/JP05/00416 intermediate speed sound, the loW speed sound, the engine 
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racing roar, the idle racing sound or the idling sound and also 
generating the braking sound, the curve skidding sound and 
horns. 
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Fig. 4A 
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Fig. 5 
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REALITY GENERATING DEVICE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to a running toy and more 
particularly to a reality generating device for the running toy 
Which generates a reality pseudo to a real sound by generating 
sound and oscillation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] In order to provide a su?icient information for the 
invention at present, any available references such as the 
patent publications, the laid-open patent application and the 
scienti?c literatures are incorporated into the description of 
the invention. 
[0003] According to the conventional running toy as dis 
closed in the Japanese Patent Publication No. 2983572 oWned 
by the applicant, a pseudo sound generating device for a radio 
controlled running toy is provided to generate selectively a 
high speed sound, an intermediate speed sound, an engine 
racing roar, an idle racing sound or an idle sound to cope With 
the running actuation of the radio control car and also to 
generate emergency braking sound, skidding sound as Well as 
horn sound to enhance the reality. 
[0004] The radio controlled toy car disclosed in the men 
tioned Japanese patent may enhance a reality like a real auto 
mobile by generating a sound signal on account of the radio 
controlled actuation signal by an operator. 
[0005] The real motor cars are, hoWever, driven by gasoline 
engines or diesel engines Which are commenced to rotate by 
a cell motor and oscillations of car bodies are generated by 
rotations of engines during the idling actuations. Accord 
ingly, the generation of reality due to the sound generation is 
not substantially realiZed as compared With the real motor 
cars. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

Subject to be Solved by the Invention 

[0006] The subject to be solved by the invention is to 
enhance the reality of the toy by realiZing the real toy With 
generations of sound and oscillation. 
[0007] A further aspect of the invention is to enhance the 
reality by generating an effective sound cooperative With 
multiple situations. 
[0008] Another aspect of the invention is to enhance the 
reality by generating an oscillation pseudo to that of the real 
engine oscillation When the pseudo oscillation is required. 
[0009] Yet, a further aspect of the invention is to enhance 
the reality ef?ciently by minimizing components of the toy of 
the conventional art. 
[0010] Still another aspect of the invention is to enhance the 
reality by generating a oscillation With rotation of the tires in 
utiliZation of the conventional toy. 
[0011] A further aspect of the invention is to enhance the 
reality by aligning a Wheel cap actuation With the oscillation 
generated by the tire rotation. 
[0012] Moreover, another aspect of the invention is to 
enhance the reality considerably by transmitting the gener 
ated sound more explicitly. 

Measures to Solve the Subject 

[0013] According to the invention, there is provided a real 
ity generating device Which is equipped With an actuation 
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sound generating unit for generating an actuation sound of the 
toy and an oscillation generating unit for realiZing the oscil 
lation of the running driver unit so that When desired the 
actuation sound and the oscillation are generated simulta 
neously to enhance the reality of the running toy. 
[0014] The actuation sound generating unit provides a 
pseudo sound generating means having at least an amplifying 
circuit and a speaker and a dedicated integrated circuit 
arranged to operate outputs from the speaker of an actuation 
sound predetermined to cope With the actuation condition and 
of an effective sound other than the actuation sound through 
the amplifying circuit so that the engine sounds may selec 
tively be generated as a high speed sound, an intermediate 
speed sound, a loW speed sound, an engine racing roar, an 
idling racing sound or an idling sound and further a braking 
sound, a curve slipping sound or a horn sound may be gener 
ated. 
[0015] The oscillation generating unit may transmit a sig 
nal for generating a predetermined oscillation frequency and 
an oscillation. 

[0016] The running toy comprises a radio controlled run 
ning toy Which provides a circuit for receiving a radio-con 
trolled signal, a decoder circuit for decoding the received 
signal for output of the decoded output signal, a motor driving 
circuit and a steering driving circuit connected to the decoder 
circuit for driving the motor unit and the steering unit respec 
tively, a pseudo sound generating device having a poWer 
sWitch, an amplifying circuit and a speaker, said pseudo 
sound generating device is equipped With a microcomputer 
Which receives each output signal corresponding to the run 
ning modes of the decoder circuit and also an actuation signal 
of the poWer sWitch and programmed to generate a sound 
output from a speaker through the amplifying circuit Which is 
selected from an engine sound previously programmed to 
accord With the running mode or an effective sound other than 
the engine sound in order cope With the input signal and also 
to generate the oscillation signal in accordance With the 
engine sound to actuate the driving actuation by means of the 
poWer motor drive circuit so that a cell sound may be gener 
ated by the poWer sWitch and actuations of an advance key, a 
back key and a turbo key may selectively generate the engine 
sounds of the high speed, the intermediate speed and the loW 
speed as Well as the engine racing roar, the idle racing sound 
and the idling sound so that the oscillation is synchroniZed 
With the engine racing roar, the idle racing sound and the 
idling sound. 
[0017] It is normal to use a PCM signal or an analogue 
signal for the radio controlled actuation signal. The timing of 
the idling, the volume of the sound as Well as the generation 
time may be speci?ed in a particular time, but may also be 
varied optionally. The idling is not determined by a particular 
signal but assessed upon detection of the free signal status. 
[0018] The oscillation signal is put to rotate the motor in 
opposite directions. 
[0019] The oscillation similar to the that of the real motor 
car may be obtained by a discontinuous rotation of the motor 
of the running toy and for that purpose a pieZo element may be 
used for the vibrator to generate an oscillation. 

[0020] In the running toy according to the invention, Wheels 
are mounted through a Wheel shaft to the motor unit and 
provides a Wheel tire unit, a ?rst Wheel cap inserted into the 
tire for mounting the Wheel shaft and a second Wheel cap 
rotatably mounted to the Wheel shaft in order to enhance the 
reality of the actuation of the Wheel cap. 
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[0021] The running toy according to the invention is com 
prised of a motor unit, a chassis mounting a steering unit and 
a speaker and a body covering the chassis and characterized in 
that betWeen the body and the chassis is provided a clearance 
for passing the sound. 
[0022] Another aspect of the invention is provide a reality 
generating device for enhancing the reality of the running toy 
by generating an actuation sound of the toy in driving and 
generating an oscillation for realizing the oscillation of the 
driven unit of the running toy, While by generating the driving 
sound and the oscillation simultaneously When desired. 
[0023] The reality generating device according to the 
invention is further characterized in that the actuation sound 
previously determined to cope With the actuation mode and 
the effective sound other than the actuation sound are output 
from the speaker through the amplifying circuit in order to 
generate selectively the high speed sound, the intermediate 
sound, the loW speed sound, the engine racing roar, the idle 
racing sound or the idling sound of the engine sounds With the 
braking sound, the curve skidding sound or the horn sound. 
[0024] The sounds mentioned may be memoried as the 
sound sources in the semiconductor memory in the micro 
computer such as ROM and the like but they may be generated 
every time by providing the oscillation source. The sounds 
mentioned are not of course limitative but the memoried 
horns may be regenerated to enhance the reality. 
[0025] According to the embodiments of the invention, the 
sounds are alWays generated, notWithstanding provision may 
be made of a silent mode for not generating any sound. 
[0026] A third aspect according to the invention is to pro 
vide a reality generating program in Which an actuation sound 
of the toy in driving is generated and an oscillation for real 
izing the oscillation of the driven part of the running toy is 
generated and further the actuation sound and the oscillation 
are generated simultaneously in order to enhance the reality 
of the running toy. 
[0027] The reality generating program according to the 
invention is characterized in that an actuation sound previ 
ously provided to cope With the actuation mode and an effec 
tive sound other than the actuation sound are subjected to an 
output actuation from the speaker through the amplifying 
circuit and that the high speed sound, the intermediate sound, 
the loW sound, the engine racing roar, the idle racing sound or 
the idling sound of engine sounds are selectively generated 
and that the braking sound, the curve skidding sound or the 
horns are generated. 

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION 

[0028] The reality generating device according to the 
invention provides an actuation sound generating unit for 
generating an actuation sound of the toy in driving and an 
oscillation generating unit for realizing an oscillation of the 
driven part of the running toy and When desired the actuation 
sound and the oscillation sound are generated simultaneously 
to enhance the reality of the running toy so that a real article 
may be realized With applications of the sound and the oscil 
lation. 
[0029] Further, the sound generating unit provides at least 
an amplifying circuit, a pseudo sound generating means and 
a dedicated integrated circuit arranged to output the actuation 
sound previously designed to cope With the actuation mode 
and the effective sound other than the actuation sound from 
the speaker through the ampli?er circuit so that the high speed 
sound, the intermediate speed sound, the loW speed sound, the 
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engine racing roar, the idle racing sound or the idling sound 
may selectively be generated and further the braking sound, 
the curve skidding sound or horns may be generated in order 
to obtain the most effective sounds Which cope With multiple 
situations. 
[0030] Moreover, the oscillation generating unit transmits a 
signal for generating a predetermined oscillation frequency 
and an oscillation to the driving unit of the running toy so that 
more realistic and accurate oscillation may be generated. 
[0031] The radio controlled running toy employed in the 
present invention provides a reception circuit for receiving a 
radio controlled signal, a decoder circuit for decoding the 
received circuit and outputting a decode output signal, a 
poWer motor drive circuit a steering drive circuit connected to 
the decode circuit for driving the motor unit and the steering 
unit respectively by the decode output signal and the running 
toy provides a poWer sWitch, an amplifying circuit and a 
pseudo sound generating means in Which a microcomputer is 
arranged to input thereto each signal Which copes With the 
running mode of the decoder circuit and the actuation signal 
of the poWer sWitch as the input signals. The microcomputer 
is further programmed to operate an output from the speaker 
through the amplifying circuit a sound Which copes With the 
input signal selected from the engine sound previously pro 
grammed to cope With the running mode and the effective 
sound other than the engine sound and to generate a signal for 
oscillation together With the engine sound so that the driving 
actuation takes place by means of the poWer motor driving 
circuit. The poWer sWitch may generate a cell sound and the 
actuations of the advancement key, the backing key, the turbo 
key and the left and right keys may selectively generate the 
high speed sound, the intermediate sound, the loW sound, the 
engine racing roar, the idle racing sound and the idling sound 
of the engine With the braking sound, the curve skidding 
sound or the horns, While the oscillation of the motor unit is 
synchronized With the engine racing roar, the idle racing 
sound or the idling sound in the form of the minimum struc 
ture for addition to the conventional toy in order to enhance 
the reality more e?iciently. 
[0032] The reception circuit is comprised of an antenna for 
receiving a control signal from the transmitter and a superre 
generation circuit or a signal reception unit Which demodu 
lates PCM signal from the high frequency signal. 
[0033] The decoder circuit or the control circuit demodu 
lates the control signal from PCM signal to provide a decode 
output signal Which upon transmission controls each driven 
units of the poWer motor drive circuit and the steering drive 
circuit and the micro-computer. 
[0034] The microcomputer or the sound circuit unit is a 
dedicated computer Which contains therein ROM and a cen 
tral actuation element and provides a sound driving unit for 
actuating the speaker and an interface for transmitting the 
driving signal to the poWer motor drive circuit for generating 
the oscillation. 
[0035] The motor unit or the poWer driving unit involves a 
motor for driving the Wheels and is driven by the poWer motor 
drive circuit. 
[0036] The steering unit or the steering drive unit is front 
Wheels steering means and is driven by the steering drive 
circuit to determine an advancing direction of the running toy. 
[0037] The poWer motor drive circuit or the poWer drive 
amplifying unit is to control the current of the poWer motor by 
the decoder circuit or the microcomputer, for example, by 
controlling the variable resistance by the servo-motor. 
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[0038] The steering drive circuit or the steering drive ampli 
fying unit is to drive the steering unit in accordance With a 
signal from the decoder circuit. 
[0039] The signal for oscillation is provided to rotate the 
motor in opposite directions so that the oscillation is gener 
ated by rotations of tires. 
[0040] To the motor unit are coupled through the Wheel 
shaft the Wheels Which include tires, a ?rst Wheel cap Which 
is inserted into the tires and ?xed to the Wheel shaft and a 
second Wheel cap Which is rotatably mounted to the Wheel 
shaft so that the reality of the actuation of the Wheel cap in 
oscillation may be enhanced in order obtain a spontaneous 
actuation of the Wheel cap of the running toy. 
[0041] BetWeen the chassis for bearing the motor unit, the 
steering unit and the speaker and the body unit for coating the 
chassis is provided a clearance for passing the sound in order 
to enhance the reality. 

BEST MODE FOR EMBODYING THE 
INVENTION 

[0042] The examples according to the invention shall be 
described hereinafter With reference to the appended draW 
ings. 

EXAMPLES 

[0043] FIG. 1 is a graphical vieW of the reality generating 
device according to the invention. According to this example, 
the reality generating device 2 is applied to the radio con 
trolled motor toy car and a system block is as shoWn FIG. 1. 
A reality generating device 2 is comprised of a control trans 
mitter 4 and a running body or radio controlled motor toy car 
6 having an antenna and provides a superregenerating recep 
tion unit 8 for receiving the radio controlled signal, a control 
circuit unit 10 for decoding the received signal and a steering 
drive amplifying unit 12 and a poWer drive amplifying unit 14 
for driving the steering drive unit 18 and the poWer drive unit 
20 respectively in accordance With an output of the control 
circuit 10. The running toy is provided With a pseudo sound 
generating device 15 including a poWer sWitch SW 13, a 
poWer drive amplifying unit 14 and a speaker 22. In the 
pseudo sound generating device 15 is arranged a sound circuit 
unit or a microcomputer 16 into Which each output signal 
Which copes With the running mode of the decoder circuit and 
an actuation signal of the poWer sWitch is input as an input 
signal and a sound Which copes With the input signal selected 
from the engine sound previously programmed to cope With 
the running mode and the effective sound other than the 
engine sound is output from the speaker through the ampli 
fying circuit and With the engine sound the oscillation signal 
is generated to perform a driving actuation through the poWer 
motor drive circuit. 

[0044] The superregenerating reception unit 8 arranged in 
the radio controlled motor toy car 6 receives a signal trans 
mitted from the control remitter 4 and the received radio 
controlled is converted into a signal for controlling the steer 
ing drive unit 18 and the poWer drive unit 20 respectively at 
the control unit 10 connected to the superregenerating recep 
tion unit 8 and then transmitted to the steering drive amplify 
ing unit 12 and the poWer drive amplifying unit 14 and the 
same signal drives the units 18 and 20. Thus, the radio con 
trolled motor toy car 6 conducts the advancing and backing 
actuations as Well as the left and right turning actuations in 
accordance With the actuation sticks (not shoWn) arranged in 
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the control transmitter 4. When a poWer sWitch 13 of the radio 
controlled motor toy car 6 is put on the radio controlled signal 
from an output terminal of the control circuit 1 0 is received by 
the sound circuit 16 as an input signal and generates from the 
speaker the pseudo sound Which copes With various actuation 
modes of the radio controlled motor toy car and the controlled 
oscillation signal is output to the poWer drive unit 20 by 
means of the poWer drive amplifying unit 14 connected to the 
sound circuit unit 16 Which generates the pseudo sound and 
the oscillation according to the program stored in ROM not 
shoWn. 

[0045] Generation system of the pseudo sound shall be 
described hereinafter in detail With reference to the appended 
draWings of FIG. 2 to FIG. 4B Which are the How chart 
Figures illustrative of the generation processes of various 
pseudo sounds and the oscillations by the sound circuit 16 in 
accordance With the running modes of the motor toy car 
operated under the radio controlled actuation and the radio 
controlled motor car toy shoWn in FIG. 5 as an example is a 
racing car. 

[0046] FIG. 2 is a How chart of the actuation of the reality 
generating device according to the invention in Which the 
generation systems of the pseudo sound and the oscillation 
exercised in the sound circuit 16 are as folloWs. Namely, When 
the main poWer sWitch of the racing car is put on, then the 
sound circuit unit 16 regenerates the starter sound. Then, the 
starter sound data previously memoried in ROM are read out 
for composite tone Which is in turn transmitted to a speaker 22 
for generation of the starter sound(T2). This starter sound is a 
rotary sound of the cell motor of the real motor car When 
started and memoried previously in ROM. Subsequently, into 
the sound circuit 16 is input a start on signal of the idling 
signal for generating the idling sound(T4). The idling sound 
is generated from the speaker through the amplifying circuit 
arranged in the sound circuit unit 16. Simultaneously, the 
sound circuit 16 generates the oscillation Which is read out 
from ROM. 

[0047] FIG. 4A is a Wave form diagram of the oscillation 
signal of the exempli?ed reality generating device according 
to the invention. This oscillation signal Wave form intends to 
vibrate the voltageiA volt per the time t1:l00~l50 ms. 
When the oscillation Wave form is applied to tWo terminals 
provided the poWer driving unit, the tires are driven at the 
rotary angle of:0.5 per the time t1:l00~l 50 ms. The sound 
circuit unit 16 When no signal is received the control circuit 
unit 10 transmits the signal per l00~l50 ms to the poWer 
driving oscillation 14 Which drives the poWer driving unit 20 
at the same timing so that the tires make a Weak oscillation 
(T6). After measurement of a particular time, for example an 
approximate time of from 2~4 sec. by means of a timer 
program arranged in the sound circuit unit 16. After measure 
ment taken place the sound circuit 16 regenerates an engine 
racing roar sound(T). The sound circuit unit 16 reads out 
engine racing roar sound from ROM and synthesiZes the 
sound for transmission the speaker 22 in order to regenerate 
the engine facing roar sound. 
[0048] The sound circuit 16 also regenerates an oscillation 
and reads out the oscillation data from ROM. FIG. 4B is a 
Wave form diagram of the oscillation signal of the reality 
generating device of another example according to the inven 
tion. The Wave form of the oscillation signal of FIG. 4B is for 
vibrating the voltagezA volt per the time t2:60~90 ms. The 
frequency is preferably shorter than the Wave form shoWn in 
FIG. 4A(t1>t2). When the Wave form is applied to tWo ter 
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minals provided in the power driving unit, tires are driven at 
the rotary angle:0.5 per the time t1:60~90 ms. 
[0049] The sound circuit 16 after the idling sound is gen 
erated transmits the signal per 60~90 the poWer driving 
ampli?er unit 14 Which drives the poWer driving unit 20 a the 
same timing for generating a Weak oscillation of the tires 
(t10). The short oscillation frequency represents an increment 
of the rotation of the engine on account of an elevation of the 
oscillation frequency. 
[0050] When a turbo key of the transmitter is put on, the 
step is shifted to B1 of FIG. 3A Which is a How chart of the 
turbo key of another example of the reality generating device 
according to the invention. 
[0051] When the turbo key is selected for the on state in the 
reality generating device, the high speed driving signal is 
transmitted to the poWer driving ampli?er unit 14 through the 
superregenerating reception unit 8 and the control circuit unit, 
so that a Weak oscillation due to the reality generating device 
is discontinued (3A2) to start the high speed driving. Simul 
taneously, the turbo key on signal is transmitted through the 
superregenerating reception unit 8, While the idling sound or 
the engine racing roar sound is discontinued to read out the 
high speed sound data from ROM and the high speed sound 
data; is regenerated(3A6). 
[0052] Then, the reality generating device is left in Waiting 
the left and right keys actuation (3A8). When the left and right 
keys are no in actuation, the high speed driving and regenera 
tion of the high speed sound data are continued to Wait the 
turbo key return (3A14), Whereas When the left and right keys 
are operated, the left and right steerings take place by means 
of the steering drive unit 18 through the superregenerating 
reception unit 8 and the control circuit unit 10 and simulta 
neously the signal is transmitted to the sound circuit unit 16 
through the control circuit 10 and the skid sound data are read 
out from ROM to regenerate the skidding sound from the 
speaker (3A12) for subsequent Waiting of the turbo key 
(3A14). 
[0053] When the turbo return is not input even in Waiting, 
the left and right keys actuation is again left in Waiting(3A8). 
On the other hand, When the turbo key return is input the high 
speed drive signal is transmitted to the poWer drive ampli?er 
14 for reduction of the speed through superregenerating 
reception unit 8 and the control unit 10 of the reality gener 
ating device. Simultaneously, the signal is transmitted to the 
sound circuit 16 through the control circuit 10 and the skid 
ding sound data are read out from ROM to regenerate the 
skidding sound from the speaker 22(3A16) for subsequent 
return to A1 of FIG. 2. 

[0054] When the turbo key of the transmitter is put off 
While the forWard key is put on, the step is shifted to B2 of 
FIG. 3B Which is a How chart of the forWard key of an 
example of the reality generating device according to the 
invention. 
[0055] When the forWard key is put on, an intermediate 
signal is transmitted to the poWer drive ampli?er unit 14 
through the superregenerating reception unit 8 and the control 
circuit unit 10 to discontinue a Weak oscillation(3A2) so that 
the intermediate drive signal of the poWer drive amplifying 
unit 14 is started(3A4). Simultaneously, the forWard key on 
signal is transmitted to the sound circuit unit 16 through the 
superregenerating, While the idling sound or the engine racing 
roar are discontinued to read out the high speed data from 
ROM and to regenerate the high speed sound data from the 
speaker 22(3A6). 
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[0056] Then, the left and right keys actuation is left on 
Waiting(3A8). When the left and right keys are not operated, 
regenerations of the high speed driving and the high speed 
sound data are continued for Waiting the turbo key return 
(3A14). When the left and right keys are on actuation, the left 
and right steering takes place(3A10) by means of the steering 
drive unit 18 through the superregenerating reception 8 and 
the control circuit 10 and simultaneously the signal is trans 
mitted to the sound circuit 16 through the control circuit 10 
and the skidding sound data are read out from ROM for 
regeneration of the skidding sound data from the speaker 
22(3A12) for subsequent Waiting step of the turbo key return 
(3A14). 
[0057] In the Waiting position of the turbo key return, When 
the turbo key return is not input, the left and right keys 
actuation is again left in the Waiting position(3A8). When the 
turbo key return is input, hoWever, the high speed drive signal 
is transmitted to the poWer drive amplifying unit 14 through 
the regeneration reception unit 8 and the control circuit 10 of 
the reality generating device. Simultaneously, the signal is 
transmitted to the sound circuit unit 16 through the control 
circuit 10 and the brake sound data read out from ROM for 
regeneration of the brake sound data from the speaker 
22(3A16) for subsequent A1 step of FIG. 2. 
[0058] When the turbo key is put off in the transmitter While 
the forWard key is put on, the actuation is shifted to B2 of the 
FIG. 3B Which is a How chart of the forWard key of the reality 
generating device. 
[0059] When the forWard key is put on, the intermediate 
speed drive signal is transmitted to the poWer drive ampli?er 
14 through the superregenerating reception unit 8 and the 
control circuit unit 10 so that the Weak oscillation is discon 
tinued(3B2) for starting the intermediate speed drive of the 
poWer drive ampli?er unit 14(3B4). Simultaneously, the for 
Ward key on signal is transmitted to the sound circuit unit 16 
through the superregeneration reception unit 8 to discontinue 
the idling sound or the engine racing roar and the intermediate 
sound data is read out from ROM for regeneration of the 
intermediate speed sound data from the speaker 22(3B6). 
[0060] The left and right keys actuation stands by(3B8). 
When the key actuation is discontinued the generations of the 
intermediate speed drive and the intermediate sound data are 
continued for Waiting the forWard key return(3B14). When 
the left and right keys actuation takes place, the left and right 
keys actuation performs the left and right steering by the 
steering drive unit 18 through the superregeneration reception 
unit 8 and the control circuit unit 10 and simultaneously the 
signal is transmitted to the sound circuit unit 16 through the 
control circuit unit 10 to read out the skid sound data from 
ROM for regeneration of the skid sound data from the speaker 
22(3B12) and then the forWard key stands by(3B14). 
[0061] When the forWard key return is not input during the 
forWard key stands by for return, the reality generating device 
again stands by for the left and right keys actuation (3B8). 
[0062] When the forWard key return is input the signal is 
transmitted to the poWer drive amplifying unit 14 for reduc 
tion of the high speed drive through the superregeneration 
reception unit 8 and the control circuit unit 10. Simulta 
neously, the signal is transmitted to the sound circuit unit 16 
for reduction of the high speed drive through the control 
circuit unit 10 to read out the brake sound data from ROM for 
regeneration of the brake sound data from the speaker 
22(3B16) and subsequent return to A1 step of FIG. 2. 
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[0063] When the turbo key of the transmitter is put off 
While the back key is put on, the step is shifted to B3 of FIG. 
3C Which is a How chart of the back key of the exempli?ed 
reality generating device according to the invention. 
[0064] When the back key is put on, the back key drive 
signal is transmitted to the poWer drive amplifying unit 14 
through the superregeneration reception unit 8 and the control 
circuit 10 to discontinue the Weak oscillation(3C2) While the 
back drive is started(3C4). Simultaneously, the back key on 
signal is transmitted to the sound circuit unit 16 through the 
superregeneration reception unit 8 to discontinue the idling 
sound or the engine racing roar so that the loW speed sound 
data is read out from ROM for regeneration of the loW speed 
sound from the speaker 22(3C6). 
[0065] The left and right keys stand by actuation (3C8). 
When the left and right keys are not on actuation, the genera 
tions of the back drive and the loW speed sound are continued 
to stand by the back key(3C14). When the left and right keys 
are on actuation, the left right steering takes place by the 
steering drive unit 18(3C10) through the superregeneration 
reception unit 8 and the control circuit 10. Simultaneously, 
the signal is transmitted to the sound circuit unit 16 through 
the control circuit 10 to read out the skid sound data from 
ROM for regeneration of the skid data from the speaker 
22(3C12). Thereafter, the back key stands by for return 
(3C14). 
[0066] In FIG. 2, When the back key is not selected the main 
sWitch 13 for poWer source of the racing car stands by for 
actuation (T20). In case, the poWer source sWitch 13 is 
selected, the step A1 discontinues again the idling sound 
(T22) and also the oscillation (T24). 
[0067] As shoWn FIG. 1, the reality generating device 
according to the invention may provide the sound circuit 16 
for receiving an actuation processing signal from the control 
circuit 10, the poWer on-off sWitch 13, the poWer drive ampli 
fying unit 14 and the speaker 22 for conveniently obtaining a 
compact device and variations of the pseudo sound genera 
tion control and the oscillation control may be carried by 
merely changing the program energiZed by the sound circuit 
unit 16 arranged in ROM and various pseudo sounds and 
oscillations may be realiZed according to the situations and 
environments. 
[0068] The realities of examples according to the invention 
may further be enhanced as shoWn FIGS. 5 and 9. FIG. 5 is a 
perspective vieW of the radio controlled racing car toy pro 
viding the reality generating device according to the invention 
in Which the radio controlled toy car 6 comprises the body 30 
and the chassis providing a tire 32a and a tire 32b together 
With head lights 36a and 36b. Further, the control circuit 10 is 
connected to a lamp or LED arranged in the head lights 36a 
and 36b for lighting in association With starting of the turbo 
key and the forWard key so that the reality is considerably 
enhanced. 
[0069] FIG. 6 is a graphical vieW of the radio controlled toy 
car from Which the body 30 is removed. On the chassis 18 are 
arranged the speaker 22 the poWer drive unit 20 and the 
steering drive unit 18 not shoWn. 
[0070] FIG. 7 is a bottom vieW of the radio controlled toy 
car 6 in Which large openings 42a and 42b are respectively 
provided betWeen the lateral faces 38a and 38b in the advanc 
ing direction of the chassis 38 and the side moles 40a and 40b 
in the same direction of the body 30. On account of such 
arrangement, the sound is externally loudened from the 
speaker 22 arranged on the chassis through the openings 42a 
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and 42b so that the sounds may be generated from the inside 
and bottom of the radio controlled toy car 6. 
[0071] FIGS. 8 and 9 are enlarged vieWs of the wheels 3211 
and 32b of the radio controlled toy car 6 in Which into the tire 
48a is inserted the Wheel cap 44b to ?x to the Wheel shaft 46 
in the center of the tire. Further, the Wheel cap 4411 having 
spokes of the same number against the Wheel caps 44b is 
rotatably mounted to the Wheel shaft 46 so that the Wheel 4411 
is left not to rotate due to an inertia even the Wheel cap 44b is 
vibrated. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

[0072] The radio controlled toy car according to the inven 
tion may enhance the reality of the running toy and offer more 
realistic toys to the toy markets. 
[0073] Some preferred modes and examples of the inven 
tion have been described for convenience in understanding 
the invention but the description should be considered as 
limitative even various modi?cations or replacements are 
available for anyone skilled in the arts, notWithstanding such 
modi?cations and replacements shall of course fall Within the 
technical scope of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0074] FIG. 1 is a graphical vieW of an example of the 
reality generating device according to the invention. 
[0075] FIG. 2 is a How chart of an example of the reality 
generating device according to the invention. 
[0076] FIG. 3A is a How chart ofa turbo gear ofthe reality 
generating device according to the invention. 
[0077] FIG. 3B is a How chart of a forWard key of the reality 
generating device according to the invention. 
[0078] FIG. 3C is a How chart of a back key of the reality 
generating device according to the invention. 
[0079] FIG. 4A is a Wave form diagram of an oscillation 
signal of the reality generating device according to the inven 
tion. 
[0080] FIG. 4B is a Wave form diagram of an oscillation 
signal of the reality generating device according to the inven 
tion. 
[0081] FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW of the radio controlled 
running toy provided With a reality generating device accord 
ing to the invention. 
[0082] FIG. 6 is a graphical vieW of the chassis of the radio 
controlled running toy providing the reality generating device 
according to the invention. 
[0083] FIG. 7 is a bottom vieW of the chassis of the radio 
controlled running toy providing the reality generating device 
according to the invention. 
[0084] FIG. 8 is an enlarged diagram of the Wheels of the 
radio controlled running toy providing the reality generating 
device according to the invention. 

1. A reality generating device Which is equipped With an 
actuation sound generating unit for generating an actuation 
sound When a toy is operated and an oscillation generating 
unit for realiZing an oscillation of the running drive unit and 
When desired the actuation sound and the oscillation are gen 
erated simultaneously to enhance a reality of the running toy. 

2. A reality generating device as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the actuation sound generating unit provides at least 
an amplifying circuit and a pseudo-sound generating means 
having a speaker and a dedicated IC arranged to output from 
the speaker the actuation sound previously settled to cope 
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With the actuation state and an effective sound other than the 
actuation sound through the amplifying circuit so that an 
engine sound may include a high speed sound, an intermedi 
ate speed sound, a loW speed sound, an engine racing roar, an 
idle racing sound, an idling sound, a braking sound, a curve 
skidding sound and horns. 

3. A reality generating device as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the oscillation generating unit transmits to the run 
ning drive unit a signal for generating a predetermined oscil 
lation frequency and oscillation. 

4. A reality generating device as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the radio controlled running toy provides a reception 
circuit for receiving the radio controlled signal, a decoder 
circuit for decoding the received signal for output as a decode 
output signal, a poWer motor drive circuit and a steering drive 
circuit connected to the decoder circuit for driving a motor 
unit and a steering unit respectively in accordance With the 
decode output signal, a poWer sWitch and a pseudo sound 
generating means having an amplifying circuit and a speaker, 
said pseudo sound generating means being equipped With a 
microcomputer settled to use the output signals correspond 
ing to the running state of the decoder circuit and an actuation 
signal of the poWer sWitch as an input signal and to output 
from the speaker through the amplifying circuit a sound cor 
responding to said input signal selected from the engine 
sound previously programmed to cope With the running state 
and the effective sound other than the engine sound and 
further to form an oscillation signal in addition to the engine 
sounds for providing a drive actuation by the poWer motor 
drive circuit, said poWer sWitch being capable of generating a 
cell sound, an advancing key, a backing key, a turbo key and 
a left-right key being operated to generate selectively the 
engine sounds of high speed sound, intermediate speed 
sound, loW speed sound, engine racing roar, idle racing sound 
or idling sound With braking sound, curve skidding sound or 
horns being generated together and the motor unit oscillation 
being synchronized With said engine racing roar, idle racing 
sound or idling sound. 

5. A reality generating device as claimed in claim 4, 
Wherein the oscillation signal is settled to rotate the motor in 
opposite directions. 

6. A reality generating device as claimed in claim 4, 
Wherein the oscillation signal is settled to rotate the motor in 
one direction. 
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7. A reality generating device as claimed in claim 4, 
Wherein the running toy provides the Wheels are connected 
through the Wheel shaft to the motor unit, said Wheels include 
tires, a ?rst Wheel cap inserted into the tire to ?x to the Wheel 
shaft and a second Wheel cap rotatably mounted to the Wheel 
shaft so that the reality of the actuation of the Wheel cap upon 
oscillation is enhanced. 

8. A reality generating device as claimed in claim 4, the 
running toy comprises a chassis for bearing the motor unit, 
the steering unit and the speaker and a body for for housing 
the chassis and provision is made of a clearance betWeen the 
body and the chassis. 

9. A method of generating a reality of the running toy Which 
comprises steps of generating an actuation sound When the 
toy actuates, generating an oscillation for realiZing the oscil 
lation of the running drive unit and generating When desired 
the actuation sound and the oscillation simultaneously to 
enhance the reality. 

10. A method of generating the reality as claimed in claim 
9, Wherein the actuation sound previously determined to cope 
With the actuation state and the effective sound other than the 
actuation sound are output through the speaker to generate the 
engine sounds of the high speed sound, the intermediate 
sound, the loW sound, the engine racing roar, the idle racing 
sound or the idling sound selectively and further to generate 
the braking sound, the curve skidding sound and horns. 

11. A reality generating program Which generates the 
actuation sound of the toy upon actuation, the oscillation for 
realiZing the actuation of the running toy drive unit and the 
actuation sound and the oscillation simultaneously When 
desired. 

12. A reality generating program as claimed in claim 11, 
Wherein the actuation sound previously determined to cope 
With the actuation state and the effective sound other than the 
actuation sound are output through the speaker through the 
amplifying circuit for generating the engine sounds of the 
high speed sound, the intermediate speed sound, the loW 
speed sound, the engine racing roar, the idle racing sound or 
the idling sound selectively and further to generate the brak 
ing sound, the curve skidding sound and horns. 

* * * * * 


